2019

Mid-Mo Derby Mower’s
Contact: Cory Eckenfels: 636/359-5570

Stock:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mower motor must be no bigger than 25H.P.
Driver must wear helmet, closed toed shoes, and pants
Tires may not be altered and must have air in them
Battery must be securely mounted
Tires must be lawn turf tires not cleated tires allowed
Fuel tank must be securely mounted and not leak fuel if running any fuel besides gas
must run fuel additive
7. Only added metal allowed is leg guards, no front or rear bumpers allowed
8. Mower must have hood and fenders
9. Mower must have leg guards with a minimum of 2 up rights, leg guards can attach in
three spots per side with not more than 3in attached at each point cage tubing cannot
exceed 3x3 tubing 2 belly bars allowed
10. Mower must be belt driven
11. Driver must be 14 years of age if not 18 must have parent consent
12. Mower must have kill switch
13. Mower must have working clutch
14. If running fuel other than gas must run additive so that flame can be seen

Outlaw:
1. Driver must wear helmet, closed toed shoes, and pants
2. Tires may not be altered and must have air in them
3. Battery must be securely mounted
4. Fuel tank must be securely mounted and not leak fuel
5. Front bumper must not exceed half the width of the tires
6. Rear bumper must not exceed half the width of the tires
7. Mower must have hood and fenders
8. Mower must be belt driven
9. Driver must be 14 years of age if not 18 must have parent consent
10. Led guards must have a minimum of 2 up rights
11. Must be a lawn mower engine
12. Bumpers must have a minimum of 4in flat surface on furthest out point no single round
bumpers allowed

13. Mower must have a working kill switch of tether
14. Mower must have working clutch
15. No part of tires can be blocked
16. If running fuel other than gas must run additive so that incase of fire flame can be seen

Rules:
1. All mowers will be teched by a chosen Mid MO Derby Mowers official.
2. All drivers and pit members must have pit pas all pits are hot zones and waiver must be
signed
3. No alcohol consumption allowed by any drivers before the event.
4. No arguing with any officials if this happens you could be asked to leave the event
without refund.
5. Mowers are allowed 2 restarts 2 minutes long you may choose to roll your 2 minutes
together.
6. Mowers must not leave the boundaries of event unless using a restart
7. If driver gets off mower at any time you will be charged a restart
8. Driver is allowed 1 minute to make contact if driver does not make contact driver will be
charged a restart
9. No working on mower on track if this rule is not followed you restart time will begin as
you are pushing mower off
10. Restart time begins once mower is pushed outside of the boundaries
11. No flipping mowers
12. No changing tires or parts during the event
13. Once reentering from restart driver must stop or attempt to stop at boundary line
14. Mid MO Derby Mowers officials have the final say and do reserve the right to disqualify
drivers for actions on the track or any other un sportsmanship actions (any un
sportsmanship actions will result in a disqualification for the entire event with no refund)
15. You may challenge anther mower for $50 after then event
16. You are allowed 20min after tech anyone using the 15min after tech time will be charged
an additional $5

